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COVID-19 Update 
TCDP Meetings Suspended 

For the moment, our in-person meetings are 
suspended for safety/social distancing reasons

hope to resume at some point, but will not until we 

feel it is safe to do so, with guidance from health 

professionals and the state party.   

We took pro-active, early action in mid 

March to stop the spread and protect our 

members, staff, and elected officials by 

cancelling all Alabama Democratic Party 

sponsored events, and requiring most 

Party employees to work from home.

Chair Christopher England  

From The Chair 
Coronavirus has exposed our weaknesses as a state 

and a nation. Now is the time to demand that they be 

addressed. 

As we continue to deal with a health crisis the likes of 

which has not been seen in 100 years, we are now 

beginning to see the effects of years of growing 
inequity on poor and minority populations. 

below will show that a disproportionate number

COVID-19 cases in Alabama are affecting

African-American community. We are also 
the fact that the poor are suffering more than others 

as well. We have known for many years that the 

availability of health care in poor and minority a

of Alabama is unacceptably low. (continued
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(continued on p.2)                 

Thank you for reading our newsletter 

supporting the TCDP with 

We have some exciting things that will be 

happening soon, and we hope that you will 

continue to support the TCDP. 

help spread a message of hope 

to https://secure.actblue.com/donate/tc20

donate to help grow our party today.

Plan of Action
We must think outside the box in 2020

These are unique times. Th
important for so many reasons, yet traditional 

campaigning is almost impossible
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our newsletter and for 

supporting the TCDP with your talents and gifts. 

We have some exciting things that will be 

, and we hope that you will 

continue to support the TCDP. Can you give $5 to 

help spread a message of hope for the future? Go 

https://secure.actblue.com/donate/tc20 and 

donate to help grow our party today. 

 

Plan of Action 
the box in 2020. Stay tuned. 

he 2020 election cycle is so 
important for so many reasons, yet traditional 

ing is almost impossible. (cont. on page 2) 
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(continued from p.1) 

Faced with these facts, our state government has 

chosen to combat it with…well, nothing really. It is no 

secret that Alabama’s failure to expand Medicaid has 
led to closed hospitals, a terrible number of uninsured 

Alabamians, and more health issues for our low-

income families. Of course, the Republican-

dominated state government is not in the “mood” to 
discuss Medicaid expansion, according to Senate Pro 

Tem Del Marsh.  

“I’ve not had a single colleague call 

and ask me about Medicaid 

expansion on the Republican side. I 

don’t think the mood has changed 

on that.” – Del Marsh 

We must continue to make the argument. There is no 

reason for the people of Alabama to be poorer, less 
healthy, and more susceptible to disease than nearly 

every other state…and the failure to expand Medicaid 

plays a large role in that. Take a moment to let our 

elected officials, Republican or Democrat, know that 
no amount of fiscal austerity is worth the unnecessary 

death of our people, simply because they cannot 

afford a doctor’s visit. There is nearly $2 billion 

coming to Alabama in emergency federal funds 
related to this health crisis. The initial expense of 

Medicaid expansion, prior to the federal outlay, is 

expected to 8%-10% of that number. Are the lives of 

Alabamians not worth it? The question needs asking.    

(cont. from page 1) 

Traditionally, June would mark the true beginning of 

campaign season. We believe it is too important to 

wait, and while we are limited by safety concerns, 

there are avenues we can pursue to reach out to 
potential voters. Working with party leaders and 

activists, we will be distributing a “game-plan” soon 

for campaigning in the COVID age. This will involve 

quite a bit of non-traditional voter contact and will be 
a new world for many of us.  

From digital contact, to phone outreach, to postcards, 

we can reach out to our voter base and encourage 
registration and turnout in mass numbers. We should 

not take chances with anyone’s health or safety, but 

we must do what we can to move our community, our 

county, our state, and our nation forward. 

If the COVID-19 crisis brings anything of value, 

maybe it will be forcing us to consider new ways of 
reaching an audience. We see it in music, television, 

and many other avenues. Perhaps we can be leaders 

in developing new strategies in local politics?  

At the very least, we owe to our community to give it 

a try. Expect some details in the next week.    

How Can You Help 
Candidates need our support.  

If you know someone who would like to be added to 

our email list, please let us know at 

tcdpemail@gmail.com or info@tallapoosadems.org 

If you are able to donate $5 to support the TCDP, 

please https://secure.actblue.com/donate/tc20 and 

give today.    

If you want to get involved, please contact us at 

tcdpemail@gmail.com or info@tallapoosadems.org 
and we’ll get you all the information you need to make 

a difference in 2020. 

Tallapoosa County Democratic Party 

PO Box 1601 

Alexander City, AL. 35011 


